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Problem statement and main contributions

From the viewpoint of neuroscience, this work studies our visual
mechanism.

I How to recognize and track multiple objects with different but
overlapped shapes?

From the viewpoint of machine learning, this problem is a
pixel-wise clustering problem.

I An expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm is implemented
under the framework of RNN.

I Apply RNN to unsupervised learning.



Revisit mixture model and EM algorithm

I Each image x ∈ RD is modeled as a spatial mixture of K
components parameterized by vectors θ1, ..., θK ∈ RM .

I A differentiable non-linear function fφ (a neural network) is
used to transform these representations {θk}Kk=1 into
parameters ψi ,k = fφ(θk)i for separate pixel-wise distributions.

I These distributions are typically Bernoulli or Gaussian, in
which ψi ,k would be a single probability or a mean.

I A set of binary latent variables Z = [zi ,k ] ∈ [0, 1]D×K encodes
the unknown true pixel assignments, and

∑
k zi ,k = 1.

I The full likelihood for x given θ = [θ1, ..., θk ] is given by:

P(x |θ) =
D∏
i=1

∑
zi

P(xi , zi |ψi ) =
D∏
i=1

K∑
k=1

P(zi ,k = 1)P(xi |ψi ,k , zi ,k = 1),

where zi = [zi ,1, ..., zi ,K ] ∈ RK , ψi = [ψi ,1, ..., ψi ,K ] ∈ RK .
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Neural EM algorithm

I E-step: For each pixel, calculate its responsibility (posterior
for soft-assignment) given previous model ψold

i :

γi ,k := P(zi ,k = 1|xi ,ψold
i ). (1)

I M-step: Given the responsibilities of all pixels, maximize the
expected log-likelihood: arg maxθ Q(θ,θold), where

Q(θ,θold) =
D∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

γi ,k logP(xi |zi ,k = 1, ψi ,k). (2)

In this paper, P(xi |zi ,k = 1, ψi ,k) = N (xi ;µ = ψi ,k , σ
2) for

some fixed σ2.



Neural EM algorithm

I For complicated model fφ, the M-step does not have a
closed-form solution. Therefore, the authors update θ by
(stochastic) gradient ascend:

θnew = θold + η
∂Q

∂θ
,

∂Q

∂θk
=

D∑
i=1

∂Q

∂ψi ,k

∂ψi ,k

∂θk︸ ︷︷ ︸
f ′φ

∝
D∑
i=1

γi ,k(ψi ,k − xi )
∂ψi ,k

∂θk
,

(3)

where ∂Q
∂ψi,k

∝ γi ,k(ψi ,k − xi ) can be derived by plugging

P(xi |zi ,k = 1, ψi ,k) = N (xi ;µ = ψi ,k , σ
2) into (2).



Unrolling Neural EM algorithm
Unrolling the iterations of the presented generalized EM, the
authors obtain an end-to-end differentiable clustering procedure
based on the statistical model implemented by fφ.

Figure 1: The framework of EM after unrolling.

I The latent variables [θ1, ...,θK ] works as hidden state.
I ∂ψ

∂θ works as an encoder to update hidden state variable.
I fφ works as a decoder to generate assignment results ψi ,k .

The EM is achieved by the ensemble of K restricted RNNs, whose
encoder and decoder are interpretable in optimization.



Neural RNN-EM algorithm

The authors further relax the design of encoder by replacing it with
neural network structure and obtain a RNN-EM algorithm.

Figure 2: The framework of RNN-EM algorithm.

Here, f encφ (·), f decφ (·) and R(·) can be parametrized by neural
networks.

I The flexibility is enhanced, while the interpretability is
weakened.



Learning for clustering

I To achieve unsupervised clustering, a two-term loss function is
used to train fφ to map from representations θ to the
parameters ψ that correspond to pixel-wise distributions for
target objects.

L(x) =−
D∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

[
γi ,k logP(xi |zi ,k = 1, ψi ,k)︸ ︷︷ ︸

inner−cluster loss

− (1− γi ,k)DKL(P(xi )||P(xi |zi ,k = 1, ψi ,k))︸ ︷︷ ︸
inter−cluster loss

]
.

(4)

I The first term is equal to the expected log-likelihood Q.

I The second term prevents the the loss for out-of-cluster pixels
(γi ,k = 0) from vanishing.

I When γi ,k = 0, this term tells each representation θk to
contain no information regarding non-assigned pixels xi :
P(xi |zi ,k = 1, ψi ,k) = P(xi ).



Experimental results: non-sequential case
I x = [xi ]: a 28× 28 binary image with 3 shapes.
I θk : 250-dimensional latent vector for k = 1, ..., 3.
I ψk = [ψi ,k ]: corresponding to the mean of pixel-wise Bernoulli

distribution of the k-th cluster.
I f decφ (θk) = ψk : a single layer fully connected neural network

with a sigmoid output ψi ,k for each pixel.
I f encφ (·) is gradient obtained via back-propagation for N-EM, is

a neural network for RNN-EM.
I R(·): a sigmoid function squashing each θk into the range

(0, 1) before going to the RNN.

Figure 3: Clustering static shapes after 15 EM iterations.



Experimental results: sequential case - Flying Shapes
I The f decφ contains convolutional layers inspired by the

structure of infoGAN.
I θk : 100-dimensional sigmoidal hidden state.
I At each timestep t, the network receives γk � (ψt−1

k − x̂ t) as
input, where x̂ t is the current frame corrupted with additional
bitflip noise (p = 0.2).

I The next-step prediction objective is implemented by replacing
x t with x t+1.

Figure 4: Clustering sequential observations (5 flying shapes) after 20
RNN-EM iterations.



Experimental results: sequential case - Flying MNIST

I The f decφ contains convolutional layers, which is slightly
deeper than the decoder in previous flying shape case.

I At each timestep t, the network receives γk � (φt−1
k − x̂ t) as

input, where x̂ t is the current frame corrupted with masked
uniform noise (a uniform noise modulated by a Bernoulli mask
with p = 0.2).

I The next-step prediction objective is implemented by replacing
x t with x t+1.

Figure 5: Clustering sequential observations (3 digits) after 20 EM
iterations.



Conclusions

Pros:

I It is an interesting extension of RNN model to unsupervised
learning.

I It connects EM algorithm with RNN structure and increases
the flexibility of EM algorithm.

Cons:
I Many tricks when implementing the model. Whether it is

applicable to other data is not investigated yet.
I Design inter-cluster loss to regularize out-of-cluster pixels.
I The weight of the inter-cluster loss term should be designed

carefully.
I The interaction between γ and ψ in the loss function may

yield conflicting gradients. The authors set ∂L
∂γ = 0 when doing

back-propagation.
I Add noise to image when training RNN-EM model.
I Different noising strategies are required for different data.


